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OASIS
SOLUTIONS PROJECT MOVES
THE LMA: A YEAR IN REVIEW
TO NEXT PHASE
By David Gittings, Chief Executive
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ADDRESSING THE
UNDERWRITING CHALLENGES
AROUND BREXIT
By Mel Goddard, Market Liaison and
Underwriting Director

T

he final shape of the UK’s deal with Europe
following the country’s exit from the
European Union in 2019, and its impact on
insurance and reinsurance contracts, remains
somewhat unclear. Supported by the LMA where
appropriate, the Corporation of Lloyd’s has
been leading the charge on the regulatory and
operational work that is needed to ready the market for Brexit. A
great deal of hard work has been put into the establishment of Lloyd’s
Insurance Company Europe (Brussels) that will, now that regulatory
approval has been granted, be able to underwrite business from 1
January 2019.
Work has continued apace at the LMA to ensure that underwriters
are as informed and prepared as possible to continue underwriting
European business as seamlessly as practicable once Brexit takes
place.

IS THIS THE END OF OIL?
By James Straker-Nesbit, Senior
Executive, Underwriting

L

In April, the New Zealand government
announced that it would neither grant new
offshore oil exploration and production (E&P)
permits nor renew any existing E&P permits. The
Prime Minister of New Zealand, Jacinda Ardern,
said the move was part of a drive to a carbon
neutral future.

The move will not affect the 22 current New Zealand offshore E&P
permits, some of which still have decades of exploration rights
remaining.
Nonetheless, the move is a potentially hugely significant one for the
energy industry - and the insurers that underwrite both its risks and
those of marine and aviation transport.
Increasingly, governments around the world are looking at alternative
and emerging energy sources and investing in new technologies, such
as wind and solar power.

The LMA’s underwriting team is well aware of the concerns of
underwriters who, we are acutely aware, need clarity on many
practical issues to be able to underwrite European business with
effect from 1 January 2019.

This might lead one to ask whether we are beginning to see the end of
oil? But, of course, while New Zealand may be moving towards a ban,
global superpower the United States is still very focused on oil. Add to
this a seeming opposition within parts of Europe to techniques such as
fracking, and the picture is a confusing one. Globally there seems to be
a mixed message about the future of power.

All market participants at the business end, including brokers and
coverholders, are beginning to focus upon more specific, practical
questions about how business will be conducted from January 2019.

What, we might ask ourselves, does this mean for the global aviation
and marine industries? Some 90% of the world’s goods are carried by
sea, for example.

To this end, the LMA has a practical list of work-in-progress items
where the market needs both technical documentation and factual
information.

And against this backdrop, we are seeing climate change litigation in
various States within the US including California, Colorado and New
York, with claimants alleging that operators knew about climate change
as long ago as the 1960s.

Two Old Library Underwriting Forums were held during July to which
the market’s underwriters were invited so as to hear from the Lloyd’s
Brexit team, who will be on hand to respond to additional questions.

There will, certainly, be huge shifts in the way that we, as a society,
use - and produce - power.

The Forums addressed a number of issues that we are working on. This
includes the regulatory backdrop of everything that has to be in place
before underwriting can begin: for example Lloyd’s Brussels Market
Reform contract and updated guidance, TOBAs, model consortia
agreement, a new set of coverholder certificates, translation of
documents, GDPR, Complaints procedure and IPID.
The focus was on what’s different for underwriters to existing
underwriting of European business: for example rules on brokers
and intermediary licensing, claims, the role of PPL, Structured Data
Capture and DA SATS, rules on solicitation and coverholders/MGAs
writing cross-border or worldwide.
This all constitutes a huge amount of work - on top of the day-to-day
business of the LMA.
Special thanks must go to the LMA wordings team, led by Alison
Colver, which has been working tirelessly to address these vital issues
on behalf of our members.
Brexit raises many uncertainties for our marketplace, and the LMA
is listening to the concerns of underwriters and seeking ways to
practically address the issues that Britain’s exit from the EU raises.
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For underwriters, this all throws up a host of questions about the
future.
Here at the LMA we will continue to monitor these developments and
hope to help our members digest, understand and react to them.
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CLAIMS MODERNISATION, NOT JUST TECHNOLOGY
… BUT TALENT AND DA
By Lee Elliston, Claims Director

C

laims modernisation is a major priority for
both the LMA and our claims committee
(LMACC) during 2018/19.

The LMACC is focused on exploring a new
claims operating model via delivery of central
services and technology, while also focusing on
modernising the approach that we have when
transacting business with our delegated agents – the priority being
to deliver a customer-centric claims notification, management and
settlement model with flexible methods to distribute and transact
claims, with more streamlined and direct routes to settle claims.
This not only means looking at the technology advancements that
need to be made but also thinking about the behaviours and approach
that need to change within the claims life cycle, whether broking,
adjusting or delegating. In addition to that, what skills and expertise
will a claims professional need in the future? There are a host of
fascinating and challenging issues to explore but it is not all about
InsurTech: how will carriers and brokers interact? How will claims
professionals interact with technology such as robotics and artificial
intelligence? How will our experts and delegated agents transact with
us? How many automated decisions will be made?
I foresee a lot of changes in a claims professional’s role of today.
A claims professional of the future will need to adapt, requiring
the adoption of new skills. For example, the role will be one that
focuses on customer outcomes and the service that is provided to,
and valued by, the customer. At a technical level it will be analysing
data, providing intelligence to your business to enhance performance
and make smart decisions, risk and performance management of
technology, or delegated agents that are handling parts of the claim
during the life cycle. It is also important to consider that certain tasks
within the claims life cycle will be more cost-effective if we leverage
tech such as robotics and AI; however, it is essential that we have
the mindset to work hand-in-hand with technology and not against
it. The introduction of some tech is feared, because we look through
the wrong lens – the lens of disruption, protection and discomfort.
This is an opportunity for claims professionals within the market to
adapt – to add more value to their organisation’s brand, reputation and
the customer’s experience. Those that disrupt their claims function
to embrace tech, adapt skills and take a service-driven approach will
flourish in tough market conditions; those that disrupt in this way will
deliver true differentiation.

The experience and skills the
claims executive needs to have will
have changed, and organisations’
training and progression structures
need to accommodate for training
the future leaders today.
PwC Claims workforce of the future:2030 report

The LMA has a strategic vision, supported by the claims steering group
within the London Market Target Operating Model (LM TOM), which
puts the customer at the heart of the claims model.
Main requirements for the key parts of the claims model are being
developed to allow a business case and delivery plan to be established
for the areas of priority within claims modernisation.
Those key areas of focus are:
• how we interact with customers, brokers and third parties to make
our market more accessible and easier to transact business with
• how we improve the claims service and customer experience,
enhancing the communication and visibility of the claim throughout
its life cycle
• how to ensure we have efficient and effective processes for
managing claims that accelerate settlement to our customers.
We are supporting the TOM by engaging brokers, TPAs, customers
and our colleagues within the company market to ensure that we are
meeting the requirements of our members. Four workstreams have
been set up to capture the requirements and design principles for
services and technology to be delivered. They are:
• customer access and flexible distribution
• claims management and agreement (open market and delegated)
• settlement and fund management
• data, MI and analytics.
An earlier delivery is being set (for 2018) for Single Claims Agreement
(SCAP) to ensure that the operation, process and supporting
technology can enhance the implementation of the SCAP model.
The LMA Claims Committee is also looking at how we can refresh the
delegated claims model to ensure that the claims handling approach
and the model by which we transact with TPAs and coverholders is
more consistent, efficient and focused on the customer outcome,
removing touchpoints and accelerating claims notification, triage,
agreement and settlement.
We are also exploring the ways in which Fintech will change the
way money is moved in our industry, especially when managing and
controlling funds digitally which supports quicker access of funds,
promoting faster settlement, without causing the customer delay by
moving funds through every party in the claims supply chain. The
traditional loss fund model can be modernised and, as a concept,
could be implemented across varying classes within a new claims
operating model.
Finally, we have launched a Future of Claims forum, which will
examine how claims is being transformed, roles are changing and
different skills are required. Our first forum took place on 4 July and
focused on the future role of a claims professional. We have partnered
with PwC to release a report entitled Claims workforce of the future:
2030.
We will be holding a second Future of Claims forum in September to
discuss how technology can transform claims.
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GDPR IS HERE
By Steve Morrell,
Head of Regulatory
Affairs,
and Manreet Sher,
Senior Executive,
Legal and Compliance

G

DPR is with us, from 25 May 2018, and also the UK Data Protection
Act 2018. These new laws and the new data protection laws
of the individual Member States within the EU/EEA bring a sea
change in the regime for data protection throughout the EU/EEA and
their reach extends further overseas too. The question of reach has
been the subject of market presentations and guidance by the LMA.
The most recent guide is that published with DAC Beachcroft (17 May
2018) http://www.lmalloyds.com/LMA/News/LMA_bulletins/LMA_
Bulletin_2013/LMA18_027_KK.aspx
The protection of personal data is becoming ever more important
and complex as information technology develops. Exhaustive work
has taken place at firm level on GDPR compliance and at market level
to assist – and, as the ICO would expect, this starts at home. How
GDPR will mesh with developing overseas data protection regimes will
take longer to settle down. One thing we are all keen not to do is to
overburden overseas coverholders and TPAs with requirements that
potentially conflict, or are disproportionate when taken together, with
their own local requirements.
Having said that, overseas agents need to be aware of the compliance
requirements of Lloyd’s managing agents (and London market firms
generally) and need to assist where necessary. The basic position is
this (see section 4 of the Guide):
•

•

a non-EEA coverholder or TPA which is not processing personal
data of EEA-based data subjects (e.g. it is only processing
personal data of local data subjects) is not itself bound by GDPR
a Lloyd’s managing agent is bound by GDPR and the UK Data
Protection Act 2018 as a UK company and therefore needs to
comply with these even in respect of personal data received
from/sent to non-EEA data subjects.
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Where personal data is transferred out of the UK by a managing agent
to a non-EEA coverholder/TPA (e.g. in relation to a claims adjustment
or settlement), then GDPR and the UK Data Protection Act 2018 apply
to this transfer out of the EU/EEA and an approved mechanism for the
export of data should be used: for example the EU Model Contract
Clauses (currently under review by the Commission) - see the LMA
GDPR Guide for more details.
The updated model binding authority, consortium and TPA agreements
and TOBAs, and GDPR endorsements, contain provisions that the
parties assist and co-operate with each other (e.g. in relation to
providing the stipulated information to data subjects for GDPR and
local law compliance); and that they enter into further agreements as
necessary (e.g. in relation to the export of personal data from the EU/
EEA).
As a further step, the LMA is preparing a short ‘standard-form’
explanation for non-EEA coverholders and TPAs about GDPR, which
may be used by managing agents to explain proposed binding
authority/TPA agreement amendments, and would help in giving
coverholders and TPAs a consistent message on how they could assist
Lloyd’s managing agents with GDPR compliance. We are also reviewing
the existing model US and Canadian privacy notices to see whether
updated versions could be published to combine GDPR content.
A point to note is that the UK Data Protection Act 2018 contains the
new ‘insurance purposes ground’, so that classes of special category
personal data (e.g. health) and criminal convictions may be processed
where this is necessary for an insurance purpose (within the terms of
the Act) without consent from a data subject. Since Lloyd’s managing
agents are data controllers based in the UK, they will be able to use
this new processing ground in relation to such data, whether the data
subject resides within or outside the UK/EU/EEA. Therefore, while
it is obligatory to provide requisite information to data subjects, it
would not be necessary to obtain explicit consent for the processing of
certain special category personal data and criminal convictions data
where the new ground applies.
The LMA is also discussing with Lloyd’s whether it may be appropriate
for Lloyd’s to issue guidance on how the Lloyd’s Conduct Minimum
Standards may be met in terms of managing agents minimising
personal data received on a bordereau-by-bordereau basis in order to
comply with the GDPR and UK Data Protection Act 2018 principle of
data minimisation, while continuing to maintain ready access to the
personal data held by coverholders/TPAs through contractual rights.
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RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS KEY ISSUES FOR COOS
By Tom Payne, Operations Director

A

new LMA survey reveals the key priorities of
Chief Operating Officers in the Lloyd’s market,
providing insights that will help to inform the
work of the LMA Operations Committee (LMAOC)
as it looks to advance the interests of this vital
community.

With more than two thirds of Lloyd’s COOs
participating in the Managing Agent Chief Operating Officers Survey,
this research reveals what COOs in the market see as their main
priorities. Unsurprisingly, these included topical issues like Brexit and
data protection, but upgrading IT systems and market modernisation
dominate their 2018/19 agendas.
Upgrading underwriting systems was ranked by COOs as being high on
their list of priorities, with 33% making it their top priority and 59%
having this in their top three. Market modernisation (14% make this
the top priority and 51.9% in the top three) was the next biggest issue,
followed by Brexit (18.5% make this the top priority and 51.9% in the top
three).
When it comes to internal priorities, almost all COOs say they are
planning to upgrade internal systems over the next 12 months, with
the policy administration systems being the area of greatest potential
investment, followed by implementing the outcomes of the recent
market modernisation activities including SDC/PPL integration and claims
or coverholder systems upgrades.

For market modernisation, the need to collect data more efficiently
and to reduce costs was of particular importance. Among the market’s
modernisation initiatives, delegated authority transformation was seen
as the highest priority by COOs, with 93% believing that straight-through
processing is a viable option for delegated authority relationships.
Brexit was a priority issue for the majority of COOs, in particular the use
of Lloyd’s Insurance Company Europe. Regulatory challenges, including
the General Data Protection Regulation and Solvency II, were also high
on COOs’ agendas.
COOs are at the coal face of running a Lloyd’s insurer, but the survey
shows just how varied their roles can be, with more than 50% responsible
for IT but just 15% for claims. Yet COOs all have something in common:
they seek to make their businesses run efficiently.
With so many changes and challenges in the market, the role of the COO
has never been as important. However, to date, their representation has
not been as strong as it could be. The survey highlighted the need for
improved communication and engagement with the COO community.
The COO community needs effective representation, and this survey is
a good first step. It can provide focus to the LMAOC and ensure it has
purpose and relevance for COOs in the market.
Under the leadership of Navigators’ Chief Operating Officer Sheila
Cameron, the LMAOC will endeavour to focus on the most important
topics of interest to COOs, sponsoring specific work or events in the
future.

GIVING INNOVATION A HOME
By Tom Payne, Operations Director

T

he LMA is increasing its support for innovation in the Lloyd’s
market, including the creation of a new market innovation group.

It is widely recognised that innovation is vital for the future success of
the Lloyd’s market, in product and service development and delivery.
Lloyd’s recently announced plans to launch an innovation hub, Lloyd’s
Lab, later this year to focus on designing technology-driven solutions
that meet the changing needs of the Lloyd’s market.
To complement the Lab, the LMA is creating an innovation group to
represent managing agents’ interests and promote the right kind of
innovation in the market. The new group will provide a platform for
managing agents in important discussions on innovation and ensure
that the work of Lloyd’s Lab reflects the challenges and needs of

the market. The group also hopes to sponsor analysis, research and
possible proof of concepts within the innovation and InsurTech space.
The LMA is also continuing to ensure its innovation work in the market
is matched by resources. We are currently looking to add a dedicated
person to spearhead the LMA’s innovation work in the market and
provide support to the new group.
June also saw the LMA’s inaugural InsurTech event, InsurTech for a
Digital London Market, in partnership with InsTech London. The event
considered opportunities for digital innovation in the Lloyd’s market as
its moves towards electronic placing.
It is important that we maintain the momentum on innovation in the
Lloyd’s market and that this critical issue for managing agents has a
home.
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JOINT RIG COMMITTEE LAUNCHES OIL AND GAS CYBER
RISK REPORT
By James Straker-Nesbit, Senior
Executive, Underwriting

T

he LMA, together with the International
Underwriting Association, has published the
first Joint Rig Committee (JRC) report on
cyber risks for the upstream energy market.
The report, ‘Upstream Oil and Gas Cyber Risk Insurance Technical Review’, is aimed at giving
the Lloyd’s, and wider London insurance market,
background on the threats and responses related to cyber risk in the
upstream oil and gas industries.
The report is the outcome of a workshop of oil and gas underwriting
and cyber risk experts and specialists from various technical
disciplines such as safety, process engineering and instrumentation.
The report identifies systemic vulnerabilities in the design of oil and
gas platforms. One of the report’s key findings is that the periods of
greatest cyber vulnerability for platforms are during the project phase
and also when patches are subsequently applied to operating systems.
The report also found that the existing design of upstream facilities
may not be sufficient to counteract cyber risks and that, as assets age,
if design protections are not maintained, cyber risk increases.

Another key finding was, as we see operating systems increasingly
interact with existing Operational Technology (OT) infrastructure,
they might require more frequent updates. This increases the risk that
malware could be introduced.
To meet these challenges, the report notes, a change in approach is
needed in the design of future facilities. And work is needed - on a
facility by facility basis - to assess the exposures that could give rise to
systemic cyber-related losses.
As Francis Lobo, author of the report and Head of Oil & Gas
Engineering at Canopius, said: “Oil and gas companies are lucrative
targets for cyber attackers motivated by industrial espionage, theft
of intellectual property or ... indiscriminate criminal activity involving
blackmail and ransom demands.”
We hope the report will help those companies to raise awareness of
the risk and encourage all staff to act to eliminate risks as far as is
practically possible.
The full report can be downloaded from the JRC webpage on the LMA
website (www.lmalloyds.com/jointrig).

DELEGATED AUTHORITIES UPDATE
By Tom Hamill, Manager, Claims and Delegated Authority Operations

A

s always, developments in the delegated authority space continue, and we’re working closely with both Lloyd’s and
the market to provide a more effective framework and tools to support the distribution channel. In doing so, we’re
focusing on three different areas at all times – to improve the DA experience for third parties and to drive down
duplication and costs for all stakeholders, balanced against a robust oversight framework.
Below are examples of some of the work that will be ongoing through the rest of 2018 and into 2019 to support those
objectives.

Delegated Claims Framework

We’ve been working closely with Lloyd’s on scoping the output from
the delegated claims thematic review in 2017. A programme of work
is being designed to address the findings and the market is driving the
design, and the detail of that work. This will cover off the full TPA life
cycle, including:
• Due Diligence and Compliance
• Terms of Delegation
• MI & SLA Reporting
• Effective Claims Audit.

New Binder Wordings
We’ve started to collate feedback and to look at a review of our suite
of binder wordings. While we’ve been gathering feedback on the
existing binder wordings to ensure that they are fit for purpose, we’re
also looking to modernise the wordings themselves.
The existing wordings are well understood in the market and are easy
for underwriters and brokers to understand. However, as we move
towards digital contracts, we need to ensure that the structure of the
contract will work for computers to build and analyse the information
in those contracts. This should enable them to be dynamically
constructed based on the scope of the contract, and for that data to
be reused across the various systems used downstream.
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Market Engagement

We’re undertaking two exercises to gather intelligence from the
market on DA issues, and will be looking to engage in this way in more
detail going forward. This could be either at a general level, looking
for feedback on overarching themes, or on detailed technical issues.
• Delegated Underwriting Survey:
We’ll shortly be putting a survey out to all of our delegated
underwriting contacts to understand how underwriters feel about
the existing delegated underwriting framework at Lloyd’s. This will
help us to understand more about what works (and what doesn’t),
where we can work with Lloyd’s and the market to improve that
framework.
• Large Coordinated Audit Survey:
We’ve recently been out to all stakeholders involved in the audit
process to understand how we can provide more effective guidance
on managing audits of large MGAs, TPAs and brokers. This is
becoming increasingly important as the Lloyd’s co-ordinated audit
programme is in its first year of operation for coverholders and will
be further incorporating TPAs into the process.
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ENGAGING UNDER-35S
IN MARINE COMMITTEE
MATTERS
By Phil Norwood, Senior Executive,
Underwriting

I

n April, the Joint Cargo Committee (JCC)
held an event in conjunction with the
Lloyd’s Marine Under 35 Committee, a
group representing more than 1,000 young
professionals across the marine and energy
insurance market, as part of a drive to
increase engagement. This consisted of a
presentation of the aims and recent work undertaken by the JCC,
followed by the opportunity to mix with JCC members.
The networking event was motivated, in part, by the realisation
that many under-35s have increasing responsibility within their
organisations and the wider marketplace and will, of course, be the
professionals affected in future by the decisions being taken by the
JCC - which is a joint committee made up of LMA and IUA members
- and other representatives. With insurance underpinning changing
commercial trade, it is important that we start to involve U35s in
the Committee and these discussions now.
The world is changing very quickly around us, although it can often
feel slow in the insurance market, and some of the changes we are
implementing today can take many years to come to fruition. This
can span longer than one’s career, so we need to prepare young
professionals to be able to continue driving the market forward.
These changes will ultimately and principally affect those who will
be working in the future market.
It is important to recognise this symbiotic relationship and to
exchange information and expertise.
Each year, the JCC elects an under-35 representative member,
which helps to ensure the Committee is as democratically balanced
as possible, and looking at the applications we receive for that post
is a great reminder of the available talent.
The recent event, which was also open to brokers, was a great
success and encouraged debate on topical issues. The Committee
was delighted with the input to help further address current
challenges.
Other committees now are likely to follow the JCC’s lead and
increase engagement with the under-35 community and the JCC
would certainly aim to keep this engagement and dialogue going.

BREXIT AND THE CONTRACT
CONTINUITY PROBLEM
By Kees van der Klugt, Legal and
Compliance Director

B

rexit at the LMA falls into two connected
areas. The first is providing market
input and support for Lloyd’s in setting
up Lloyd’s Insurance Company S.A. (Lloyd’s
Brussels) to underwrite new EU/EEA business
from 1 January 2019. On the structure,
the LMA has given assistance through our
working party drawn from the legal, delegated authority and
compliance teams of managing agents. This group helped to shape
the arrangements at the outset and has given valuable feedback
to Lloyd’s on the proposed standard-form Outsourcing Agreement
(between Lloyd’s Brussels and managing agents) and Reinsurance
Agreement (between Lloyd’s Brussels and syndicate members).
These agreements form the backbone of the Lloyd’s Brussels
arrangements. Lloyd’s is currently in the process of arranging
execution with all managing agents (relevant details of signatories
having been requested via the Brexit contact at each managing
agent).
The other set of issues comes about purely through the absence
of political agreement on Brexit. This relates to the administration
and payment of claims post-Brexit on insurance contracts
underwritten pre-Brexit where EU/EEA interests are involved, and
whether carriers will remain licensed for the run-off. This is the
so-called ‘contract continuity’ problem.
EU, governmental and regulatory authorities are acutely aware
of the problem (this was explained to HM Treasury by the LMA
and others in the early days following the referendum vote). It is
regrettable that insurers on both sides of the Channel are being
put to contingency planning costs and project work for lack of
agreement that regulated firms should be able to pay claims to
their customers and run off contracts to their natural conclusion.
The contract continuity problem gives rise to a significant question
for Lloyd’s (and a similar question for insurance groups generally) whether to go ahead with a portfolio transfer under Part VII of the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. Such a transfer would be
of current contracts with EU/EEA interests from syndicate members
to an EU-authorised vehicle.
All agree that these schemes would be complicated, timeconsuming and costly – particularly so for the Lloyd’s market. Any
Part VII transfer involves expert reports, regulatory approvals and
sanction by the courts. Lloyd’s is currently conducting feasibility
studies into this with Deloitte, Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer and
LMA members.
Meanwhile, the plan remains for Lloyd’s Brussels to commence
underwriting from 1 January 2019. This means that it is not
appropriate at present for managing agents/syndicates to agree slip
clauses naming Lloyd’s Brussels as a contingent carrier.
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LLOYD’S WILL INNOVATE AND ADAPT THROUGH
CHALLENGING TIMES
By David Gittings, Chief Executive

A

Charles Darwin said ‘it is the ability to adapt
that counts’ and, over the last 300 years or
so, the Lloyd’s market has shown itself to be
highly adept at adaptation. During that time many
political and economic challenges have arisen.
In facing them, the market used these crises to
renew and refocus its energies to emerge wiser,
more outward looking and stronger than before.
Brexit is unquestionably such a challenge, creating unwelcome
uncertainties for business. But it is also an opportunity to consider just
how valuable our market is to the global economy. Built on financial
strength, underwriting skill and entrepreneurial drive, in uncertain times
Lloyd’s delivers the necessary financial certainty to allow businesses
worldwide to take calculated risks.
My optimism for the insurance market is based on the firm foundations
it has in the long-established centre of excellence that is Lloyd’s. This
unique market boasts an enviable array of talent including some of the
world’s finest underwriters and brokers. It is also synonymous with global
leaders across support services from legal to actuarial, modelling and
accounting, not to mention the market’s ease of capital access through
London’s role as the world’s financial services hub.
When we rightly talk about the importance of recruiting, training and
retaining talent for the future, we should not forget the outstanding pool
of talented people already working in this market. And, while there is a
long way still to go, that talent is increasingly diverse.
Lloyd’s not only creates an all-important concentration of talent, services
and capital, but also delivers diverse and sophisticated thinking and ideas
about the challenges that the economy faces – most recently, Lloyd’s has
led the field in the development of cyber insurance and reinsurance and
continues to develop relevant solutions as the threat evolves.
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For these reasons Lloyd’s is a premier market for large complex
commercial risks. Its licences and brand are door openers and can make
a real difference to start-up businesses, including those in less-developed
economies. The regulatory framework creates a constructive tension
between Lloyd’s central authorities and market participants, backed up
by the FCA and PRA, which ensures entrepreneurial ideas can flourish,
safe in the knowledge that the required capital and regulation are in
place to protect policyholders.
These factors, combined with the advantages of conducting business in a
central time zone and the many attractions London offers, have over the
years made transacting insurance in Lloyd’s a sought-after destination for
the world’s largest and most complex risks.
Yes, there is competition from Bermuda, Zurich, Singapore and beyond.
These markets offer various advantages that Lloyd’s cannot: market
proximity, tax efficiencies, or even less intrusive regulatory regimes.
However, what their rise and success demonstrate is that the vast
amount of business that comes to Lloyd’s comes not because of the
inducements of a tax windfall or a shorter journey, but because of
broking and underwriting excellence.
Yes, the market faces modernisation challenges but I believe its response
will prove both effective and enterprising – and will continue to innovate
and thrive despite difficult market conditions and the need to reduce
costs.
Over time we may have come to take our market’s unique strengths for
granted, or perhaps not paused to fully recognise what has been built
over the centuries. Now is the time for us to remember what the market
has to offer the global economy and use the critical moment of Brexit to
reinvigorate our outlook and adapt to working in a new world that will
come along once today’s uncertainties have passed.
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ACADEMY LAUNCHES MAJOR NEW PROGRAMMES
By Charlotte Myers, LMA Academy &
Market Talent Development Director

T

he LMA Academy continues to extend its
educational offering at all levels and across
regions, with some exciting new training
programmes planned for 2018.

In 2019 the LMA Academy marks its tenth year of
providing bespoke technical training programmes
to Lloyd’s managing agents. Over the past two years some 15,000
people have attended Academy events, with representation from
every Lloyd’s managing agent.
The next couple of months will see the launch of two significant
LMA Academy programmes: at intermediate level, the Business
Management Development Programme and, at foundation level, the
Introduction to Regulation in the Lloyd’s Market Programme, filling
gaps in the educational needs of the Lloyd’s market.
The LMA Academy’s Business Management Development Programme is
an interactive course aimed at bringing to life the running of a Lloyd’s
managing agent. Building on the LMA Academy foundation Syndicate
Business Plan programme, the course will explore the business model
of a Lloyd’s managing agent, as well as successful capital management,
managing the cost base and investment strategy.
The programme will also see teams of participants run a virtual
managing agent and, in a Dragons’ Den-style exercise, the teams of six
will then present to a panel of potential investors who will determine
who they want to invest in.
The Introduction to Regulation in the Lloyd’s Market Programme is
expected to be a popular addition to the LMA Academy’s offerings,
given the growing importance of regulation and the evolving
regulatory framework for insurers. Recent years have seen the
introduction of Solvency II, with changes on the horizon from the
Insurance Mediation Directive and Brexit.
The programme, which is aimed at underwriting and claims
professionals as well as compliance employees, will fill an important
gap in the educational needs of managing agents.

The interactive programme will provide an overview of regulation in
the Lloyd’s market, with practical guidance on how to operate within
a compliance framework and manage regulatory risk effectively.
Delegates will follow the life cycle of a risk and how to apply
proportionate and effective controls and monitoring, as well as
consider how regulation can enhance the business rather than be seen
as an inhibitor.
In addition to expanding its offering in the UK, the LMA has also
bolstered its support for members’ overseas interests. This year
sees the Academy add to its programmes in Lloyd’s most established
markets, as well as expanding into emerging markets.
In March the LMA Academy ran its first event in Singapore, a twoday training session for managing agents at Lloyd’s fast-growing Asia
hub. The session gave employees at managing agents in Asia the
opportunity to learn about the workings of the market.
The session in Singapore was followed by a series of overseas
programmes in Lloyd’s largest market, North America. These include
training programmes for managing agents and brokers in Toronto and
Vancouver during May, as well as a separate programme on conducting
business in the US, held in Chicago in July.

7,000 Market practitioners attended
48 events run by the Academy in 2017
5 New programmes will be launched
at foundation and intermediate levels
in 2018
3,600 Registrations for Lloyd's and
LMA Learning Week 2018

WORKING WITH LLOYD’S TO IMPROVE EXPOSURE
MANAGEMENT
By Gary Budinger, Senior Executive,
Finance and Risk

A

The LMA’s Exposure Management Working
Group (EMWG) has had a fruitful few months
working with Lloyd’s new Head of Risk
Aggregation, Kirsten Mitchell-Wallace, who took
up that position at the beginning of the year.
Discussions with Kirsten and her team have shed
light on areas where EMWG can work together with Lloyd’s to help
exposure management practitioners across the market.
Earlier this year EMWG and Lloyd’s carried out a short survey of group
members to identify areas that would most benefit from collaboration.
The findings were distilled into key areas as follows:

• improvement to exposure management returns – including
demonstrating to our members why Lloyd’s needs certain data from
the market and how best Lloyd’s can communicate new ideas or
changes
• data and analytics – including ideas on improving shared services,
such as data cleansing
• the last area (data cleansing as a shared service) has been a
particular challenge over the year but, if possible, it could be done
on a more central, rather than individual agent, basis and could
result in huge savings for the market.
Following the survey, a workshop with EMWG members and Kirsten’s
team took place. This identified tangible areas where we can work
together. Discussions continue on the best way of taking these topics
forward and timelines for first deliverables.
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BILL TO CLEAR THE WAY FOR AUTONOMOUS CARS
By David Powell, Head of Non-Marine
Underwriting

I

nsurers are working with the UK government to
solve key liability and insurance issues around
autonomous driving.

Driverless vehicles are not yet permitted on UK
roads, except for testing, and fully autonomous
cars are unlikely to be permitted on UK motorways
before 2025. However, in the meantime, degrees of automated
technology are expected to be increasingly adopted.
Many new cars already come with optional automated features, such
as automated emergency braking (AEB) and lane change assist. In
coming years, these and other driver assistance technologies are likely
to become commonplace. The UK government predicts that advanced
autonomous cars could account for as many as 58% of total sales by 2035,
equating to 2.1m autonomous vehicles sold annually.
The case for autonomous vehicles is strong. They are likely to be more
efficient, ease congestion and make vehicle use accessible to nondrivers. More importantly, experts predict that they will be safer - driver
error is the main cause of over 90% of accidents.
Despite huge amounts of interest in autonomous vehicles, some critical
factors have yet to be worked out. The technology is not yet perfect – on
18 March in Arizona, a pedestrian was fatally injured by a vehicle being
tested in autonomous mode. Also, in most countries, current liability and
insurance frameworks are not adapted for autonomous driving.
In the UK, compensation for motor accidents is governed by the Road
Traffic Act 1988: Part VI. It makes insurance compulsory for thirdparty liabilities, requiring unlimited cover for bodily injury and death,
and a minimum of £1.2m ($1.63m) for third-party property damage.
Crucially, the negligent party – the at-fault vehicle user – is not entitled
to compensation under the Act. So a ‘disengaged driver’ travelling in
a vehicle driving in autonomous mode would not be compensated for
injuries and damages arising from an accident, even when they have
handed control over to the machine and it makes a mistake that causes
an accident.
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Keen to clear the way for autonomous vehicles, the government has
been working with insurers to develop a solution. The Automated and
Electric Vehicles Bill 2017, currently moving through the legislative
process, will create a new statutory right of recovery for claimants,
including disengaged drivers. The bill would see motor insurers adopt
the manufacturer’s product liability in the first instance; insurers will
be required to compensate the disengaged driver, as well as any third
parties, in the event an automated vehicle fails and causes a loss.
The system is straightforward, and would ensure all potential claimants
have access to compensation, at the same levels, using the same
process. Insurers will then seek to recover from manufacturers where
their products are found to be at fault. Insurers support this approach
because it is the right solution for our customers and it also retains much
of the current insurance model.
However, a few challenges will remain, such as around access to vehicle
data and assessing the capabilities of automated technology in the
underwriting process.
In the event of a claim, insurers will need fast access to accurate data
if they are to clearly determine whether the vehicle or a human was
driving at the time of a collision. Regulation that guarantees appropriate
access to data is the key to solving these challenges. The UK government
recognises that insurers need to access vehicle data, but would prefer to
see vehicle manufacturers enter into voluntary data sharing agreements
reached with third parties.
The bill also provides for a register of autonomous vehicles, which could
help drivers understand the capabilities of autonomous technology fitted
to vehicles. However, underwriters will need very specific data about
every vehicle with automated potential. As yet, it is not clear where this
data will come from or who might pay for it.
Autonomous vehicles are coming but speed of adoption will depend on
a number of factors, including consumer attitudes and the reliability
and effectiveness of the technology on a mass scale. The transition to
autonomous driving will take time and, given the inevitable teething
problems ahead, the motor market will need insurers for a long while
yet.
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SENIOR MANAGERS REGIME GUIDANCE ISSUED
By Steve Morrell, Head of Regulatory
Affairs

T

he LMA has published guidance on the Senior
Managers & Certification Regime (SM&CR),
which comes into effect on 10 December
2018.

The SM&CR builds on the existing regimes,
namely the current Senior Insurance Managers
Regime (SIMR) and Approved Persons Regime, creating a single, more
extensive framework, with new requirements for both managing
agents and individuals.
In particular, the new regime includes new controlled functions,
known under the SM&CR as Senior Management Functions (SMFs), the
performance of which requires regulatory approval. There are 17 SMFs
that could be relevant to a managing agent, of which four are new.
For insurers, the biggest single change under the SM&CR is the

introduction of the certification regime, which requires firms to certify
annually that certain employees are fit and proper. The certification
regime will apply to employees who are not SMFs but whose
roles could allow them to cause significant harm to the firm or its
customers. Companies will have a 12-month transition period in which
to comply with the certification requirements.
The regulatory consultation papers on SM&CR have been particularly
voluminous, and the new requirements will likely lead to change in the
operational processes of managing agents’ HR and Compliance teams.
The new LMA guidance should help managing agents and individuals
subject to the regime to understand better how the SM&CR works and
their responsibilities under it. The guidance is designed to provide
a clear and concise summary of the background to the regulators’
approach to approved persons, and the SM&CR framework and its new
requirements.

CYBER AND GDPR MODEL WORDINGS RELEASED
By Alison Colver, Head of Wordings

T

his year is shaping up to be another busy
time for the LMA’s wordings team, with new
wordings for the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) and Brexit, as well as cyber.
At the end of June, the LMA had already
published 118 model wordings and clauses,
building on the 150 model wordings issued in
2017.
Model wordings released in the first four months of 2018 included a
suite of wordings to help managing agents comply with GDPR, the new
EU data protection regulations implemented from 25 May 2018. In
conjunction with Clyde & Co, the LMA has made a model Short Form
Notice and ancillary consent language/policy clauses available on the
Lloyd’s Wordings Repository (LWR).
The LMA has also revised the Lloyd’s UK Terrorism endorsement
to reflect recent changes to Pool Re, the UK’s terrorism reinsurer.
From April 2018, Pool Re is offering property damage and business
interruption triggered by an act of ‘remote digital interference’, i.e.
cyber terrorism.
Cyber is a particular area of activity reflecting the increased focus
of Lloyd’s and the UK regulator on the clarity of cyber wordings
in traditional insurance products. So far in 2018, LMA committees
have published model cyber wordings relating to aviation, property
reinsurance, and personal accident and specie policies.

Cyber is a broad area of work for the LMA, and will require an ongoing
review of policies to clarify cover available under existing language,
introduce or amend exclusions and potentially extend cover through
write-backs. For example, work recently started on drafting a writeback clause for cyber cover in the terrorism market.
Another area where wordings are changing to keep pace with
emerging risks and the changing needs of Lloyd’s policyholders is nondamage business interruption.
Terror attacks in the UK and Europe in recent years have
demonstrated the potential for organisations to suffer business
interruption losses without physical damage. Recent cyber attacks
and natural catastrophes have also highlighted this gap in cover and
potential demand for non-damage business interruption insurance
solutions. An LMA working party has been formed to look at possible
model wordings for non-damage denial of access and loss of attraction
losses.
In the absence of further detail around the UK’s trading relationship
with the EU after Brexit, the LMA’s EU Contract Continuity Clause
(LMA 5284) remains relevant. However, Lloyd’s plans to establish an
EU legal entity will require some 120 wordings to be reviewed and
amended in time for the 1 January 2019 renewals.
In addition to GDPR, the LMA is also working on consumer wordings
related to the EU’s Insurance Distribution Directive (IDD), which comes
into force on 1 October 2018. In line with the new regulations, the
LMA will produce Insurance Product Information Documents (IPIDs)
where LMA model wordings already exist, namely for home insurance,
personal accident, equine and livestock policies.
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STUDY HELPS BENCHMARK
CYBER WORDINGS

L

risk.

By Patrick Davison,
Manager, Property,
Reinsurance
and Delegated
Underwriting, and
David Powell, Head
of Non-Marine
Underwriting
MA analysis of policy wordings has found widespread use of
cyber exclusions, some with write-backs, in many classes, as
underwriters look to clarify cover for this increasingly important

The LMA recently published the findings of its comprehensive review
by class of non-affirmative and affirmative cyber coverage and
commonly used cyber exclusions, Cyber Risks & Exposures Model
Clauses: Class of Business Review. The review identifies the most
widely used cyber clauses in almost 40 classes of business and assesses
how widely they are used.
The review’s findings provide a useful benchmark for Lloyd’s managing
agents, showing how cyber risk is being dealt with in each class
of business written at Lloyd’s. The review also found evidence of
increasing sophistication in the monitoring and management of cyber
exposures.
In most classes covering physical damage losses, malicious and/or
non-malicious cyber incidents were found to be excluded, although
limited write-backs are being offered. For non-marine liability classes,
the study found cyber cover is available for a wide range of legal
liabilities, with few exclusions.
Overall, the study shows that most classes of business written at
Lloyd’s have specific cyber exclusions and that the market is moving to
clarify cover by using these exclusions, with some now providing cover
using affirmative language to protect insureds against this challenging
new peril. The LMA has published a number of new cyber clauses
in the last couple of years, including for use in the marine cargo,
property treaty, casualty treaty and personal accident markets.
The report is part of the LMA’s ongoing work on cyber, helping
members better understand the cyber risk environment and providing
research and analysis to assist in the development of new models
and wordings. This is particularly important against the backdrop
of increasing regulatory oversight from the Prudential Regulation
Authority, which is encouraging insurers to clarify where and to what
extent cyber cover is provided in insurance policies.
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NEW STARTERS
The LMA is pleased to announce the
appointment of James Wilson as a Senior
Executive in the Claims team. James
joined the LMA in February 2018 and most
recently, he was a senior claims adjuster
at XL Catlin within reinsurance, dealing
with property, casualty and marine
classes. Prior to joining XL Catlin, James
was a senior claims broker at Willis.
James' role at the LMA includes taking responsibility for the
LMA's reinsurance, casualty and property-focused claims
groups and committees, supporting the markets CAT response
and working on a number of ongoing claims projects and
initiatives.
Eszter Nagy joins the LMA Academy
team as a Technical Executive and has
spent nearly six years in various HR
and Talent Development roles before
joining LMA directly from Lloyd’s. Eszter
studied economics at Budapest Business
University in German language and is
about to complete her Level 7 CIPD
Human Resource Management professional
qualification.
Her main focus at the LMA will be to work on the Academy’s
digital learning strategy in 2018 and beyond. In addition to
that she will work on developing a series of masterclasses
focusing on emerging technologies and further one day training
programmes for 2019 to diversify the Academy’s current
offering.
The LMA also welcomes Esther Williams
to the Claims team. Esther joins as a
Technical Executive reporting into the
LMA’s Claims Director, Lee Elliston,
supporting a number of Claims and
Delegated Authority initiatives. Esther
will be responsible for the LMA LIIBA
Under-35 Claims Group as well as the FI/PI
committee, and she will also be setting up
cyber and political risk claims committees.
Esther joined Hiscox in 2010 working in claims operations for
two years, before moving to the Casualty Claims Team. Esther
has achieved her Advanced Diploma in Insurance (ACII) and has
experience handling all lines of professional liability claims,
including healthcare, lawyers, architects and engineers.

If you would like further information
about anything featured in this edition of
Viewpoint, please contact us at
lma@lmalloyds.com or 020 7327 3333.

